INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound is passed through liquids and tissue both for diagnostic reasons, and in order to produce a material change. The most familiar diagnostic application is the external foetal scanning that is routine in many pregnancies. However many more sites are now benefiting from ultrasonic scanning. This is evidenced by the presence of probes for use whilst inserted into the vagina, rectum and oesophagus; and the increase in the maximum insonification frequency from 30 MHz to one of 80 MHz, for use on shallow sites in dermatological and opthalometric work (where enhanced spatial resolution is required, but the increased absorption at these frequencies is not debilitating). Even in foetal scanning, new techniques are being explored (Figure 1 ) with, for example, the use of small bubbles to act as contrast agents 1 . Non-imaging diagnostic methods have also developed, for example in the use of ultrasound to investigate bone health and osteoporosis [2] [3] [4] . Acoustic methods are however exploited for diagnostic purposes outside of biomedicine. In addition to the military uses, environmental applications in the ocean alone 5, 6 include: Propagation of signals over 1000 km in feasibility studies for monitoring global warming 7 ; and monitoring sediment transport down large rivers 8, 9 , a parameter key to land fertility and sonar operation in coastal waters. Both developed from initial research for military applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , a common theme: In the seabed alone, mine detection 16, 17 has produced benefits for communications ( Figure 2 ) and geological surveying 18, 19 ( Figure 3 ) with beneficiaries ranging from the petrochemical industry to marine archaeology 20 .
In liquids, the most acoustically active naturally-occurring entities are gas bubbles. Figures 1 and 3 illustrate this, in that the strongest echoes in both images are from bubbles. The characterisation of bubble populations in acoustical oceanography is not only promoted by their potency in affecting sound fields, but also by their importance to environmentally significant processes: Coastal erosion and wave dynamics [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] ; methane seeps 26 ; and the flux between the ocean and atmosphere of momentum, energy and mass 27 . The top 2.5 m of the ocean has a heat capacity equivalent to the entire atmosphere; and the flux 28 between atmosphere and ocean of carbon alone exceeds 10 9 tonnes/year. Section 2 will discuss techniques for diagnosing bubble populations.
Given the exceptionally efficient coupling between bubbles and acoustic waves which Figures 1 and 3 demonstrate, it is perhaps not surprising that the potency of bubbles in acoustics is by no mean restricted to diagnosis. In 1917 Lord Rayleigh identified the energetic bubble collapse known as 'cavitation' as being the cause of the propeller failure which had been plaguing ships 29 . The ability of bubbles to process the materials which make them up and surround them will be discussed in Section 3.
ACOUSTIC BUBBLES IN DIAGNOSIS
The first measurements 30 of the size distribution of bubble population in the natural world using the passive acoustic emission were made in 1985. The technique of inferring bubble radii in the natural world from the natural frequencies they emit (Figure 4 ), has since given rise to hundreds of studies 5, 6, 31 , from rainfall sensing 32 , 33 to industrial sparging 1, 34 , to extra-terrestrial studies ( Figure 5 ). Development of this technique included innovative use of the Gabor Transform 33, 35 and spectral methods for when entrainment rates are high 31 . Whilst the bubble wall can undergo a variety of modes of oscillation 36 , with some exceptions [37] [38] [39] [40] it is the pulsation which is the most acoustically active, generating a strong monopole emission. Having natural frequencies inversely proportional to their radii, the typical oceanic air bubble population (having radii ranging from millimetres to microns) provide pulsation natural frequencies in the frequency range of at least 1-500 kHz respectively, with commensurate quality factors of roughly 30 to 5. Emitting so potently in this range when entrained, they provide sound sources in passive sonar systems (which may represent unwanted noise or a desirable source, e.g. in locating a vessel or in 'acoustic daylight' systems 41 ). 42 .
Main Menu
It is through this pulsation mode that bubbles undertake their acoustic resonance. This has been exploited in numerous systems for bubble detection 43 in industry, biomedicine and the oceans. Indeed, the studies have extended from bubbles in free fields to bubbles in tubes (including ear canals and blood vessels) 44, 45 and in pipes 46 , where the crucial correction for reverberation 47 to the free fields theory that had been used for decades was shown to remove errors of up to a ~100% in previous inversions of acoustic data to determine bubble populations. The bubble is however a nonlinear oscillator, and the generation of higher harmonics has been an invaluable tool in separating out the strong echoes or attenuation which results from pulsation resonance, from similar effects which simply result from much larger off-resonance bubbles. When the bubble population is very dense, such ambiguities hinder the use of the pulsation resonance as a method of determining the bubble size. Therefore for example in the world's first measurements 50 of the bubble size distribution in the surf zone ( Figure 6 ), a nonlinear combination-frequency technique had to be used. Two years later, in 1998, the same technique provided the first timeresolved measurements of oceanic bubble population 51 ; this was followed in 2001 by the first measurement of a bubble size distribution in the surf zone under windspeeds of 50 mph ( Figure  7 ) 52 . However the bubble nonlinearity goes beyond a simple quadratic term which might generate second harmonics or combination frequencies 53 : Subharmonics can be generated; and the most precise 54, 55 technique for the measurement of the size of a single bubble arose from the discovery 56 of the generation of signals at
when a bubble is insonified by a high frequency imaging signal (at frequency i ω ) and a lower frequency 'pump' signal (at frequency p ω which is tuned to coincide with the bubble pulsation resonance). The mechanism responsible for this was discovered [57] [58] [59] to be the generation of Faraday waves upon the bubble walls.
Other novel methods for characterisation of bubble clouds include the use of Higher Order Statistics [60] [61] [62] [63] ; and the first only (to date) deployment of acoustoelectrochemical techniques at sea 64 . To counteract the ambiguities in any individual technique when employed in such challenging environments, the principle of using multiple techniques to counterbalance the limitations and ambiguities inherent in one technique was proposed 54, 55, 65 , along with a scheme for assessing the invasiveness of any individual technique 66 . 

. Two photographs, taken a fraction of a second apart, showing (a) two of the author's PhD students (S.D. Meers and M.D. Simpson) attempting to bolt sensors to a scaffolding rig the team have just deployed at sea; (b) Mr Simpson's feet (Mr Meers is not visible). During the subsequent trial the winds increased from the calm conditions shown here to speeds in excess of 50 mph.
Taken from Leighton et al. 83 .
It should be noted 1,83 that the bubble populations measured by the passive techniques of Figures 4 and 5, differ from the populations measured by the active techniques of the preceding paragraph, where the bubble population is insonified by an external sound field. Passive emissions come only from those bubbles which are actively 'ringing'. This occurs only within the first few milliseconds after entrainment for most bubbles. Inversion of passive acoustic emissions will therefore estimate the population size distribution of 'ringing' bubbles. Optical and active acoustic techniques actually measure the size distribution of a different bubble population, comprising not only the ringing bubbles but also the silent bubbles which have ceased to emit passively, but which nevertheless persist in the water column. In 2001 it was first proposed 67 that, by comparing the results of active and passive measurements, one might learn about the processes which occur beneath a breaking wave (such as turbulence, circulation, buoyancy, etc. - Figure 8 ). These processes convert the population initially produced by the breaking wave (the one measured by the passive acoustic technique) into the background population (as measured by the active acoustic technique). One process not included in this is bubble fragmentation, although the same research programme did see the only testing to date of the relevant theory for this process 33, 35 .
Probably the most popular technique for the active acoustic measurement of bubble populations is through monitoring the sound speed and attenuation of an acoustic signal as it propagates between two points 68 . The effects of bubbles on the sound speed have been known for some time 69 : If the bubbles are driven in stiffness mode, they tend to reduce the sound speed. Even in the quasi-static conditions attained at the lowest frequencies, there is a finite reduction in the sound speed. If they are driven in inertia-controlled mode, they tend to increase the sound speed, the effect disappearing at the highest frequencies. The effects tend to increase as one approaches resonance.
←Passive data input →Compare population predicted at depth with model 
com).
It has been known for decades that up to 30 whales might dive deep and then release bubbles to form the walls of a cylinder, the interior of which is relatively bubble-free (Figure 9a,b) 
72
. The prey are trapped within this cylinder, for reasons previously unknown, before the whales lunge feed on them from below ( Figure 9c ). When the whales form such nets, they emit very loud, 'trumpeting feeding calls', the available recordings 73 containing energy up to at least 4 kHz. A suitable void fraction profile would cause the wall to act as a waveguide. Assume the scales permit the use of ray representation. Figure 10 shows how, with tangential † insonification, the mammals could generate a 'wall of sound' around the net, and a quiet region within it. If the fish approach the walls, they become startled by the intense sound (which may not only be subjectively loud, but also affect the † Even if the whales do not create sufficiently directional beams and insonify tangentially, the bubble net might still function through its acoustical effects. The 'wall of sound' effect in Figure 10b is generated from those rays which impact the wall at low grazing angles. Those rays which never impact the wall do not contribute to the 'wall of sound'. If rays of higher grazing angle impact the net, they may cross into the net interior, though their amplitudes would be reduced by the bubble scattering, and attenuation alone would generate a quieter region in the centre of the net. swim bladder, a resonant system). The natural schooling response of fish to startling would, in the bubble net, be transformed from a survival response into one that aids the predator in feeding. Figure 10b plots the raypaths (calculated using standard techniques 74 ) from four whales for the stated launch conditions, for a bubble net in which the void fraction increases linearly from zero at the inner and outer walls, to 0.01% at the mid-line of the wall. 80 The actual acoustics of the cloud will of course be complicated by 3D effects and the possibility of collective oscillations; and even, speculatively, bubble-enhanced parametric sonar effects 36 which might be utilized by whales, for example to reduce beamwidth or generate harmonics, sum-and difference-frequencies etc..
The effect follows the frequency dependency described above. At frequencies sufficiently high to drive the bubble cloud in an inertia-controlled fashion, the bubbles produce in an increase in sound speed. The wall is outwardly-refracting, and rays are no longer trapped within the cloud. The refractive effect of these bubbles on sound speed becomes negligible at even higher frequencies, although of course acoustic attenuation and scatter may be great. A variety of ray behaviour is possible 1, 70 , from reflecting straight off the net to traversing it and the interior with barely any refraction (Figure 10c ). Such frequencies would not be effective in trapping prey, even if the prey could perceive them. However if scattering losses permit (and it is by no means certain they would), is it possible that, given these refracted paths, such frequencies could be used for echolocation of the contents of the net? Leighton et al. 82 .
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(a) (b) Figure 13 (a) An LUGM-145 (available for $1900). It carries a 660kg charge, is based on a pre-First World War design, and is moored on a chain or drifts on the surface and is set off by contact with a ship. Modern mines are triggered by a ship's magnetic, acoustic or pressure signature (or combination of the above) so that they cannot readily be cleared by dummy contact methods. (b) Around $5 million of damage was caused to the USS Tripoli (LPH-10) after it struck an LUGM-145 moored contact mine during operation Desert Storm. (DSTL were consulted before reproduction of this image.)
With humpbacks the probability appears to be low. Echolocation is normally associated with odontoceti, and although there are suggestions that humpbacks may exploit it 75, 76 , there is to date no evidence that they have used it to locate schools of prey. Although there is evidence of directionality in the songs of humpbacks 77, 78 , Figure 10b should not be interpreted as implying they can generate a 10º beam -we do not know one way or the other † . Similarly, the highest reported frequencies generated by humpbacks correspond to harmonics in recordings 78, 79 in excess of 15 kHz and 24 kHz, close to the bandwidth of the recording equipment. Exploitation of the inertiacontrolled regime, as described above, would probably require higher frequencies. However dolphins have also been observed to feed using bubble net 80 ( Figure 11a-d) , and some can echolocate up to 200 kHz. It would perhaps be asking a lot for dolphins to identify fish amongst the strong bubble scatterers, although the environments which they naturally might encounter are similarly complex 17 . The prospect of trapping low frequency sound in a bubble cloud to herd prey (Figure 10b ), whilst simultaneously echolocating with higher frequencies (Figure 10c ), is attractive but perhaps unlikely. It may however be that exploitation of the schooling of fish in response to startling using bubble acoustics is more widespread, if perhaps less elegant, than the scheme of Figure 10b . The filming associated with Byatt et al. 80 shows bubble plumes generated by gannets (Figure 11e-g ) diving into a shoal of sardines which dolphins have herded to the sea surface. These plumes will no doubt complicate an underwater sound field already populated by the calls and bubble nets of dolphins, and the entrainment noise of the gannet bubble plumes, and could further stimulate the sardines to school. Gannets, dolphins, sharks and whales etc. (Figure 11h ) all benefit from this, although to what extent this is intentional is unknown.
The linear theory for acoustic propagation through bubbly water has proved to be immensely successful, with the original paper 81 being cited over 100 times. However bubble pulsations are inherently nonlinear 1,82 (Figure 12) , and this year sees the publication of the first theory for acoustic propagation through clouds in which the bubbles undertake nonlinear pulsations 83 . This method builds on an earlier technique which combined nonlinear bubble dynamics with linear descriptions of dissipation 84 . This work has resulted in the proposal and development of new techniques for the detection of mines in bubbly water (Figure 13 ), exploiting pulse-length dependence 1,84,85 of scattering and attenuation, and the bubble nonlinearity 1, 86 . The importance of mine-hunting in modern warfare is very great. Since the start of the Cold War, at least fourteen U.S. ships have been damaged by mines, with some sinking. Mine clearance techniques include attempting to cause detonation by presenting the mine with a signal resembling that which its target would produce. To resist such attempts mines of considerable sophistication are being developed, which respond to the pressure, magnetic, underwater electric potential (UEP) and acoustic signatures of vessels (often in combination). However mines have a long operational lifetime, and simple contact devices produced decades earlier can be readily purchased, are inexpensive, and effective ( Figure  13 ). In 1988 a simple contact mine costing $1,500 (an Iranian SADAF-02) almost sank the Samuel B. Roberts (FFG-58) causing nearly $96 million of damage. During the first Gulf War Iraq laid 1242 mines and, even though many were nonfunctional or ineffectively laid, three mines seriously damaged two U.S. warships, Princeton (CG-59) and Tripoli ( Figure 13 ). These mines were laid in water 20-50 m deep.
In very shallow waters, mines might be much more successfully hidden by exploiting the bubble fields. There, the presence of mines presents a hazard to landing craft, for example, such that even without detonating the mine can seriously interfere with marine activity, which must be conducted cautiously. Sonar attempts to detect mines in very shallow water can fail, because the returned sonar signal can be dominated by the scatter from the wave-generated bubble clouds in the vicinity of the mine. Time-dependent and nonlinear techniques might enhance scatter from a mine and suppress that from the bubbles, aiding detection 
BUBBLE ACOUSTICS IN PROCESSING
As outlined in Section 1, Lord Rayleigh's 1917 publication 29 marked the beginning of a study of the ability of bubbles to process the material surrounding them. If such processing is desirable, it is most conveniently undertaken today through the use of ultrasonics (for example in a commercial ultrasonic cleaning bath 87 ). However, in that original 1917 case, violent bubble collapse was the result of hydrodynamic forces, and led to the erosion of a propeller blade. This phenomenon is still studied today, with for example the discovery of structure in the sonoluminescence emissions generated by cavitating flow over a hydrofoil 88 . The newest techniques allow cavitation erosion to be monitored on the microsecond timescale (Figure 14) , as opposed to the minute/hour timescales available only a decade ago. Specialised cavitation [89] [90] [91] systems have therefore allowed correlated monitoring of bubble wall motion, erosion, and luminescence in almost real-time 92 . This illustrates Main Menu the use of luminescence to indicate the spatial and temporal characteristics of cavitation which is capable of processing surrounding material. A spatial example can be found in the ability to generate sonoluminescence at the acoustic pressure antinodes of standing waves 93 ( Figure 15 ). This facility enabled cavitation, located via its sonoluminescent emissions, to the correlated with cell death 94 , which also occurred preferentially 95 at those antinodes compared to the nodes. Similarly, a temporal example provided data and new theories [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] relating to the cavitation hazard (and its suppression) associated with pulsing the field. The pulsing characteristics of biomedical fields present a key component in designing and assessing the hazard associated with that field, although is relevance to the hyperthermia biohazard (tissue heating) has received more attention than its relevance to the risk of cavitation (whether unwanted 105 or desired 106 ).
(a) (b) Figure 16 . The ability to correlate a given measure of biohazard (such as the cell death discussed above) with sonoluminescence allows correlation of that parameter with cavitation. Hence the presence or absence of sonoluminescence can be used as an indicator of whether or not bubble activity capable of biohazard is present. Such biohazard might be desirable in dental ultrasonics 101, 102 , where it can perform a sterilising function; but undesirable during foetal scanning 103 . The only quantification to date 104 of collapse cavitation produced in vivo in humans was done through a sonoluminescence study: Although this finding was very important, and used in international guidelines 105 for the safe use of ultrasound, the extreme difficulty of the experiment has meant that much-needed independent follow-on measurements have never been successfully completed.
Another example of correlating cavitation with a biophysical parameter via sonoluminescence, has led to a recent innovation in the field of lithotripsy 106 ( Figure 16 ). Here, a correlation between the sonoluminescent and the passive acoustic emissions, identified cavitation as the source of that acoustic emission 107, 108 .This has led to numerous studies, and a patented device for monitoring the degree of stone fragmentation during lithotripsy 109 ( Figure 17 ). Such studies have been heavily reliant on associated computational fluid dynamics 1,110-113 ( Figure 18 ). Although lithotripsy is in most cases far preferable to the surgical removal of kidney and gall stones, there is currently no method of monitoring the degree of stone fragmentation. As a result, patients are subjected to a preset number of shocks (several thousand). If too few are given, re-treatment is necessary. If too many shocks are given, unnecessary exposure and collateral tissue damage may occur. In addition, the expensive shock wave sources have a lifetime limited by the number of firings. The ability to limit the number of shocks to the number required for adequate stone fragmentation would conserve hospital resources, both financially and in terms of waiting times In the above examples, processing took place through jet impact, and blast waves, and chemical effects when compressed gas within the collapsing bubble attains temperatures in excess of 6000 K (the temperature of the surface of the sun), and generates highly reactive chemical species. These effects are characteristic of inertial (or transient 115 ) cavitation, and hence require acoustic pressure amplitudes greater than 100 kPa. Not all processing requires this, and indeed the discovery that processing can take place with acoustic pressure amplitudes of 100 Pa opens up not only the new field of acoustoelectrochemistry [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] , but also the possibility that significant future savings might be made by the ultrasonic processing industry in their power requirements. In addition, it opens up an exciting new fields of study, for example in the chaotic growth 122, 123 of surface waves on bubble walls (Figures 19 and 20) . 
THE FUTURE FOR BUBBLE ACOUSTICS
The opportunities for fundamental physical and chemical research in bubble acoustics are immense. Whilst a degree of prescience would be required to outline them, the opportunities for applied research in bubble acoustics are more obvious, given that they would be building on work is currently in the research stage. Figure 1 illustrated the ability of contrast agents to provide localised enhancement in ultrasonic images. The bubble walls of contrast agents are already engineered to provide bubble longevity. Further engineering might make the bubbles attached to specific cells, so that contrast agents injected throughout the body might accumulate at specific targets sites. This could not only enable identification of the locality of specific types of cells (e.g. tumour cells) in the body, through 'hot spots' in ultrasound images. It would also place within the locality of those cells a microbubble which could be excited to process the cell (by, for example, injecting material from within the bubble into the cell at the tip of the liquid jet which forms as the bubble collapses -- Figures 18 and 21) . T im e /m s Figure 19) The ability of bubbles to process their environment chemically would appear to possess great potential for industry. However the commercial exploitation of these effects is limited primarily by a failure by workers to appreciate the acoustics [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] and this has given the field the unwarranted reputation of irreproducibility and inability to scale-up. Sonochemists are in the habit of referring to their field as a "black art". It is not so, but rather it is multidisciplinary and requires in-depth appreciation of both physics and chemistry. When this is achieved, the sonochemical abilities of bubbles are understandable and could be exploited commercially. 
